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if you get lost, the live guide will help you find your way. the live guide will guide you to places, landmarks and roads. the live guide also helps you to find your way around a place, or if you are lost. using a
satnav, the tomtom carminat can be used for journeys from as little as 30 minutes to many hours in length and will provide you with the route to the destination selected. as you travel you can also check your

progress, your fuel usage, distance and time using the on board display.. if you choose to use a postcode, or the address of a location, the carminat will also provide you with a detailed map of your journey using
the largest map on the market. an example of this is the largest map on the market, as the map also displays a detailed road map for your journey, including places of interest, businesses, parking lots, toll

roads, airports and much more.. when looking for a parking space, you can simply enter the postcode or the address of the car park and the carminat will provide you with the map of the nearest space for your
car. the tomtom carminat offers a detailed map, in addition to the map, the carminat has a compass which indicates the direction of your travel. the compass is mounted in a position that is easy to view.. this

car is also extremely easy to use as it is colour coded for your destination. you simply need to select the destination from a pop-up menu and turn the car on and the carminat will automatically display the map
for your journey. you will notice that the carminat will provide you with a route for your journey, however, you will be notified of alternate routes, if your chosen route is currently closed. you will also be given the

option to choose whether or not you would like to use these routes.
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live quickgpsfix your carminat
tomtom device uses the signals

of at least 4 satellites to find
out where you are in order to

start navigating. the live
quickgpsfix speeds up the time
it takes to fix your gps position,
helping you to set off within 30
seconds - even when the gps

signal is weak or partially
blocked. as the current sd

cards on the market have not
been tested with the carminat,
a suggestion before purchasing
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any sd card would be to first
try using one that you have at

home as these are very
frequently used in cameras.

you may try using an sd
(secure digital) or sdhc (secure
digital high capacity) as these

usually work with carminat
devices. tomtom live offers an
additional service: the tomtom
live live map. the live map is a
realistic, live map with a travel

time indication on your map
display and an indication of the

estimated travel time for the
route you are currently

travelling on. with tomtom live,
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you can find out where you
are, how to get to your

destination, and how much
time it will take for you to get
there. you can also select a
route and set your preferred

arrival time. the live
quickgpsfix will then calculate
the time it will take for you to

get to your destination. the live
travel assistant provides you
with further information on

your route. from the live travel
assistant you can now see the
route in greater detail and find

out where you are now and
where you are going. you can
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also see the travel time to your
destination. the live map uses

the tomtom live service to
show you the most current

traffic conditions and real-time
road conditions in your current
location. if you are using the
live service you can also see
the estimated travel time for
the route you are currently
travelling on. 5ec8ef588b
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